MACK® GRANITE® WITH INCREASED CLEARANCE FOR UNDERBODY SCRAPER INSTALLATION

RAISING THE BAR FOR SNOW PLOW PERFORMANCE.

Mack brings a new level of engineering to the Mack Granite. A straight-from-the-factory option provides the raised chassis and increased ground clearance needed for underbody scraper applications. This saves time and money with a truck designed from the start for a tough and specialized job, while taking advantage of Mack’s industry-leading body builder support and expertise.
MACK® GRANITE® WITH INCREASED CLEARANCE
FOR UNDERBODY SCAPER INSTALLATION

MORE GROUND CLEARANCE

- 6” increase in chassis ride height
- Up to 21” of ground clearance* for installation without relocating chassis components such as EATS, fuel tanks, battery boxes and air tanks
- Allows underbody scraper to articulate a full 45° to either side
- Modified steps maintain 24” of first step height
- Mack axles have top-mounted carriers offering higher driveline clearance and making wing plow installation easier

SHORTENED WHEELBASE

A shorter wheelbase makes it easier to get in and out of tight spots. Mack’s underbody scraper option, combined with the ground clearance of Granite axle-forward models, opens new possibilities to shorten your wheelbase and extend your maneuverability.

GRANITE RELIABILITY

The gold standard of tough, Mack Granite offers a rugged galvanized steel cab, easy maneuverability and superior visibility. All-new interiors keep your drivers running strong by minimizing physical wear and maximizing comfort.

OPTIONAL GRANITE SNOW PLOW FEATURES

- 20” front frame parent rail extension for snow plow mount
- Inspection hatch for snow plow hood
- Heated 1- or 2-piece windshield
- Heated driver seat
- 10” heated round hood mirrors
- Heated and motorized side mirrors
- Assignable dash switches for snow plow equipment
- Selectable air intake inside/outside with in-cab control for snow plows
- Snow Plow Light Connector Prep Kit under hood
- Corrosion resistant oil pan
- Arctic wiper blades
- Heated drain valves
- Engine block and oil pan heaters
- Electric preheater cold start aid

*Dimensions in loaded condition with 425/65R22.5 tires

BODY BUILDER SUPPORT GROUP

Mack simplifies support services with a focused body builder group that offers prompt access to Mack experts who can answer questions while spec’ing a truck or during the body upfit process.

Before truck is built

1-800-868-6225

After truck is built

1-877-770-7575
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